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Welcome to...
T H E  B U T TO N  FA C TO R Y
Located west of Bathurst Street north of College on Clinton Street in Little Italy, this 
vintage loft townhouse is in proximity to all the best amenities for urban life. Superbly 
situated, this residence is near equidistant to the Christie subway station or the 506 
streetcars serving College Street, and just a few steps south of the Harbord Street 
bicycle lanes that run west to Ossington or east towards the University of Toronto and 
Queen’s Park. Need a car? There are several Car Share pick-up and drop-off spots 
nearby, with the closest being Enterprise five streets east on Bathurst Street just south 
of Ulster. 

If proximity to green space is important to you, or your furry best friend, this property is 
around the corner from the 2.8 hectare Bickford Park which offers two ball diamonds, 
two bocce courts, and a dog off-leash area; a block south of the 8.9 hectare Christie 
Pits Park at Bloor Street West and Grace Street which has three baseball diamonds, 
a multi-sport field, basketball and volleyball courts, an artificial ice rink, a children’s 
playground, and labyrinth, a splash pad, a wading pool, a larger outdoor pool, 
and a community garden; and a 10-minute stroll south to Dundas Street West and 
Gore Vale Avenue where the 14.6 hectare Trinity Bellwoods Park offers three ball 
diamonds, eight tennis courts, two volleyball courts, an artificial ice rink, a dog off-
leash area, a picnic area, a wading pool, and a children’s playground, in addition 
to the Trinity Community Recreation Centre which has a comprehensive fitness centre 
and indoor swimming pool.  





Do you love engaging in Toronto’s dynamic and diverse culinary scene? While the pandemic has 
put much of the interactive foodie experience on hold, some of the city’s very best restaurants 
dot Harbord Street both east and west of the property. To the north at Clinton and Bloor West is 
Koreatown - always packed with delicious options - and to the southeast is Kensington Market, 
boasting a dynamic multicultural fresh food market. At the bottom of Clinton is College Street, 
once regaled as one of the country’s Top 5 hippest neighbourhoods - even before Queen West 
and Ossington became cool! Lining College Street - from Markham west to Shaw Street - are 
numerous sidewalk cafes, including Kalendar Cafe, Cafe Diplomatico, and Sicilian Sidewalk 
Cafe, as well as headline-grabbing restaurants like La Carnita, Dai Lo, and Bar Raval.

Daily errands of a breeze in this community. There is a small plaza with a Shoppers Drug Mart and 
24-hour Metro Grocer on the south side of College between Shaw and Crawford. At the bottom 
of Clinton are Langolina’s, Giancarlo’s, and Sotto Voce - all stellar eateries with patios Game 
gurus will have a ball at neighbouring Snakes & Lattes. Film fanatic? At College, just west of 
Clinton Street, is the recently renovated Royal Repertory Cinema, while the Ted Rogers Hot Docs 
Cinema just a stroll away on Bloor! Literally, everything you require for a domestic life of bliss is 
within walking distance for this loft. How amazing is that? Without question, this location boasts 
‘bright-lights big-city vibes’ - with all the accompanying amenities and opportunities - but at a 
pace and presence more akin to a neighbourhood village than the intensity and density one might 
otherwise expect in downtown Toronto. It’s what makes our ‘City of Neighbourhoods’ so special.  

The Button Factory: One Of Toronto’s Most Sought-After Industrial Conversions

I hold The Button Factory very close to my heart, as I led the sales & marketing program for this 
charming condominium of just 13 units back in 1993, prior to its conversion. I also resided in the 
complex for its first 18 years. One of the first factory conversions in the area (The Banquet Hall on 
Claremont and The Movie House on Euclid would be marketed and sold by me 2 to 3 years later), 
this Little Italy neighbourhood was only just beginning to transition into one of the City’s hippest 
spots in the mid-1990s. Cafe culture - including the beloved Bar Italia - was just beginning to be 
embraced by Torontonians well before Starbucks was on our radar, and the convivial Pool Hall - 
and its explosion as a popular destination for social engagement - was just taking root. 

In fact, Bar Italia played a significant role in the presales of Bar Italia, as it was where I met 
potential purchasers with the architectural drawings that I would roll out on an adjoining table. 
One time, as I concluded explaining the development process to a funky artist at the cafe, the 
stylish couple sitting at the table next to us turned to her and said “So which one are you going 
to buy?”. As she pointed to Unit 6, they exclaimed “Well, we’re going to be your neighbours!” as 
they pointed to No. 7 next door. I had no idea they were following our conversation so closely, 
and still to this day wonder how they collectively decided on that particular loft without chatting. 



Another time, after running through the custom-build program to a mature couple, I asked them what they 
thought and, after looking at each other and nodding, he said “I’ll take Unit 1” which was the largest in the 
building. Pleased as punch I started discussing the Agreement of Purchase & Sale and he interrupted me, turned 
to the woman, and asked her “What do you think?”, to which she pointed to one of the two townhomes that 
would be newly constructed at the very end of the mews walkway and said, “I’d like this one.” It turned out this 
particular couple was in the early stages of their relationship - so they purchased separate residences which they 
maintained until they decided to move into together - at which point they sold both their units to cohabitate. I 
considered that a very modern approach to domestic partnership back in the day!

Back then the neighbourhood was a domestic collection of cottages, row, semi-detached, and detached houses 
ranging from working to merchant class in character and quality, and College Street - a street dominated by 
Italian shoe stores - had zero condominiums.

Originally operating as InduTex - a textile firm that manufactured uniforms - the project’s name came when one 
of the local residents shared with me that - in his youth - he and the neighbourhood kids called it ‘The Button 
Factory’. Why? Because every day after school - once they finished their homework at the factory lunch tables 
- their mothers would keep them occupied by each paying them a penny for every ten buttons they picked up 
off the floor until their workday ended. It’s the perfect namesake, as it honours the spirit of the building’s past 
and its rich history with the neighbourhood.

The original factory - which consisted of seven sections built over the span of nearly a century - and its driveways 
and loading docks underwent a significant transformation in its conversion into townhomes. The ribbon of 
space running down the south side of the building instantly cried out to be a mews walkway, and by slicing 
the factory vertically, it allowed each unit to have its own private entry, removing the need for common halls. 
The front driveway to the north was dedicated to onsite parking for the first five units, situated under expansive 
outdoor decks. An architecturally bland addition spanning the rear of the building on Jersey Avenue was 
demolished and replaced with a new three-storey addition containing 2 modern lofts over a shared secure 
garage containing six parking spaces. And on the northwest side of the site, a substantial one-storey structure 
set back from the street that housed the loading docks and the large surface lot that the semi-trailers pulled 
into for deliveries, were also demolished. In their place, seven exclusive-use outdoor gardens (the original brick 
walls that wrap the gardens of Units 6, 7, and 8 are this original building’s footprint) and three surface parking 
spaces (of which the most northern spot is Guest Parking) were installed.

Initially offered as a custom design/build program, the 13 spacious 2 and 3 storey condominium loft townhouses, 
range in size from 1340 square feet to nearly 2500 square feet of interior living space, were offered as base 
shells, with the opportunity for buyers to custom upgrade their loft as part of the development program. Sold 
pre-construction while InduTex was still in operation, to instill a sense of community the first buyers collectively 
designed the mews walkway, choosing the lighting and paving stones (under the tutelage of designer Dan Nuttall) 
and deciding residents could have their own unique front door. This development program - implemented when 
the Toronto real estate market was still recovering from the 1989 crash - was geared to appeal to the three 
buyer profiles who were attracted to loft living. The first was Artists engaged in photography, sculpture, and 
painting, who gravitated to these spaces for their affordability, utility, light, and ceiling height; the second was 
creative professionals operating in the fields of media, design, and fashion who desired live/work incubators for 
progressive, liberated self-expression; while the third was white-collar professionals mostly in the fields of health 
care, finance, and technology who appreciated high-design, innovative architecture, and a commitment to living 
mise-en-scene. These groups - rejecting the status quo of the suburbs, the conformity of traditional housing, and 
the constrictions of standard materials and design - gravitated to loft living for its freedom from convention and 
as places for reinvention. 

Because of the original design/build program - and the 25 years which have since passed - no two units are alike. 
They range in size, condition, and quality, each tailored by successive residents to reflect their own self-expression, 
personal success, and aesthetic preferences. As a result, they’re incomparable, both to each other and to other 
Toronto loft properties, representing a unique custom point-of-view specific to each discerning resident.   











I Love Loft 3 - I’ve Represented Every Buyer & Seller Since Day One (26 Years Ago!)

I love The Button Factory’s mews walkway - which spans a length of 275 feet from Clinton 
Street to Jersey Avenue. Gated and secured by passcode for security, this private path 
allows owners to watch nature bloom, and hear some pretty bird song - devoid of traffic - 
on their way to and from their Button Factory abodes. 

This special loft enjoys the benefit of being situated sufficiently west of Clinton Street that 
it’s extremely quiet. One might even say it’s peaceful, contemplative, and serene. Its 
north-south aspect provides a sun-dappled exposure on the mews walk, which becomes 
exponentially elevated on the second level where 2 massive windows provide unobstructed 
park-like vistas overlooking the neighbouring urban gardens. On the ground level north 
exposure, a convenient steel door connects to the covered carport with one car parking 
and your refuse / recycling bins. Directly above on the second level, a pair of french doors 
with sidelights topped by a bank of clerestory windows open onto a private 128 square 
foot sunkissed terrace. If you need sunlight as much as water, this is where light lovers such 
as yourself can rejoice, as a massive factory-size skylight floods both levels from sunrise to 
sunset making this loft particularly breath-taking.

What I especially adore about this exemplary loft townhouse, is that it marries the convenience 
and accessibility of having your own private front door, the patina and character of a vintage 
factory setting, and two distinct L-shaped levels that offer different zones for living. On the 
first level, from the mews walkway, one enters the front door with a south-facing window 
into a spacious foyer that flows into an open plan ‘Work From Home’ office/lounge (with 
attached flat-screen television and wall of bookshelves) that can easily be converted into a 
private second bedroom by installing a simple partition wall with a door. Featuring Scandi-
plank floors, 11-foot original wood-beamed ceilings, exposed metal ductwork, and painted 
brick walls, there’s a sizable storage area under the stairs, a stacked laundry closet perfectly 
positioned by the bedroom, and instant access to your parking space.

My heart goes thumpety-thump for the bedroom, which is truly a sanctuary of domestic 
bliss. Behind a drapery of chain and damask, this cube of perfection with its painted brick 
walls and painted wood floors (I love the subtlety in texture when original materials are 
painted a neutral) has a full wall of closets, more can’t-get-enough rustic wood-beamed 
ceilings, and a massive window with peak-a-views of the neighbour’s brick-walled art 
studio. Fitted with blinds for just-enough privacy and floor-to-ceiling draperies for black-
out restorative comfort, this ‘west wing’ for sleeping ticks all my boxes when it comes to 
refuge and relaxation.

The 5-piece washroom, transformed in 2018 at an expense of about $40,000, is an artful 
balance of comfort and utility. Designed with careful consideration, the soaking tub and 
shower each have their own dedicated hot and cold water lines. while there is a custom-
made laundry hamper with a bin for ease, and a heated towel rack instantly accessible 
when you’re ready to extract yourself from an indulgent soak. I love the expansive mirror, the 
clean-lined modern wall sconces, and the Zucchetti Bellagio bathtub handset. The exquisitely 
beautiful raw slab of marble was hand-picked with the fabricator carefully crafting its cutting 
and installation with perfection.



As you ascend to the ethereal upper level, you’ll feel your psyche lift and lighten as you climb into 
the expansiveness of the open concept entertainment zone. The arrival to this second level with 
its 10-foot ceilings is always a ‘moment’ for me, and it’s one that seems to be collectively shared 
by many who come here. Unlike the first level which presents as a unified cloistered collection of 
private articulated spaces, this floor feels like a supper club ready to get its groove on. It’s what I 
especially adore about the L-shaped layout (the only one of its kind that I’ve come across in the 
city to date) because it has both a width and breadth we rarely experience in traditional Toronto 
houses (which tend to be narrow) or even high-rise condominiums that are typically more compact. 
The generous dimensions of the original factory windows become clearly apparent on this level 
too, and the sightline to the south captures all that’s special about this urban neighborhood with 
its exceptional architectural vernacular, its piecemeal placement of built form, and the contrasting 
lushness of vegetation and treescape. And what I find truly magical is that this south exposure is 
completely private with no windows directly facing this loft. How amazing is that?

Divided into three zones with the stairwell and its open void serving as a transitional gallery, you 
may notice the variation in the wood flooring differs across this level as well as the small step up 
into the kitchen (be careful, don’t trip!). These elements are subtle clues indicating how the building 
was constructed in stages over time, (it was originally a small 2-storey building that had a 2-storey 
extension added on the street-side, and a 1-storey extension behind, which eventually had a second 
level constructed on top when shortly afterward a 1-storey building containing the loading bays was 
built on the north side of the building where the gardens are currently located - Yes it’s confusing!). 
Over the years the additions and extensions were constructed to accommodate the growing factory.

On the upper level, the lounge is the first stop on the expressway to fun. Well-proportioned, 
and well-positioned under a huge skylight, this chill space has french doors set in an original 
aperture that opens to the 128 square foot terrace. Fitted with a Weber barbecue (included), this 
outdoor oasis is the perfect size to gather with pals - or nap solo - during the lazy days of summer. 
Cocktails, anyone? At the opposite end of the loft, the dining area claims its own window and 
exposed brick. I adore how the table for ten looks like it’s floating in an acre of space. Even the 
first time one sees this room, you know people have a good time when they’re hanging out here. 
I almost want to promise you your status of throwing a good dinner party will always be assured 
when you live in a space like this, even if you can’t cook! My friends certainly said so! 

The kitchen is open yet contained. Having an impressive centre island with a breakfast bar and 
storage on the dining side, its double-sink is well-situated for the resident chef who can perform 
their culinary magic show while engaging the crowd. A Wolf gas range, a stainless steel fridge 
with an ice maker, and a built-in Bosch dishwasher form the preferred triangle of efficiency, while 
the custom butler’s pantry (butler not included) provides ample storage for all your needs. And 
yes, the huge window with a parklike vista makes this kitchen both memorable and special. In 
fact, every time I’ve been in this kitchen since the conversion was completed I imagine I’m hosting 
a cooking show because the space feels larger than life like a production set. 

I’ve always had a special fondness for this particular loft. Not only was I involved in the design 
of this unit, but I’ve represented every buyer and owner in its 4 sales since Day One. Offering 
this unique urban home again - but for the first time in 17 years - demonstrates how connected 
I am to this heart-grabbing space. One of the more special Toronto real estate offerings on the 
market right now, and nestled in a Triple A location, this is ideal for the Buyer craving all the 
magical qualities unique to loft living.









Legal Descriptions:

Suite - Unit 03, Level 01;  Parking Spot - P03, Private Patio - R03 

Condo Corporation Number: MTCC / 1110

Possession: 60-90 Days
 
Comfort Systems: Forced Air Gas Furnace; Central Air Conditioning 
Unit (As Is); New CAC And Air Exchange Unit To Be Installed With 
Warranty And Paid in Full By Seller

Parking: One Exclusive Use Surface Parking Space (Carport - P03)

Annual Operating Costs (2020):     
Gas         $1652.83       
Waste Manag.    $339.10
Hydro        $941.22           

Annual Property Taxes (2021):  $5151.46

Monthly Common Fees: $917; Includes: 
Water, Building Insurance, Common Elements, Parking

Pets: The Button Factory Is very fur-friendly!

200 CLINTON ST. #3 | PARTICULARS

INCLUDED IN SALE
All existing appliances including Wolf gas stove, exhaust hood (in as-is condition), Samsung stainless steel fridge, 
Bosch stainless steel dishwasher, microwave, and Maytag stacking washer/dryer; Weber barbecue (in as-is 
condition); all draperies and custom blinds; all closet shelving, drawers, and rods; all existing light fixtures and 2 
ceiling fans; floating shelf in living area; all kitchen shelving; custom pantry; white coat rack in the front hall; carpet 
runner; bookshelves with lucite handles from Paris in the den; existing flat-screen television and arm attached to 
brick wall in den; all washroom fixtures and fittings including heated towel rack and laundry bin with basket; chain 
drapery in bedroom; existing central air conditioning system & air exchange unit in as-is condition; new central air 
conditioning system and air exchange unit with a 10-year warranty on parts and a 5-year warranty on labour that 
is on order and paid in full including installation.

EXCLUDED FROM SALE
All mirrors except in bath; all outdoor furnishings & plants.

RENTAL
Hot water tank ($71.75 +HST/mo)

Insurance      $1092.00
HWT Rental:     $972 (Approx.)







A NOTE FROM THE OWNER

200 Clinton, #3 is the first home I ever bought, and I have loved every moment of living here (since 2004!) 
I like to believe, the walls and floors (with all the years and history they’ve witnessed) hold positive, healing 
energy. The loft has seen some of the best (and most hilarious and raucous) dinner parties ever, early morning 
yoga sessions with groovy tunes while looking out over the rooftops, gatherings of good friends for Sunday 
afternoon guitar jams, and quiet contemplations watching the snowfall on a wintry night. Simply put – this is a 
home that has brought me great joy. It feels totally private – like a retreat away from the bustle of the city – but 
also has a great space plan for bringing people together.

The first thing everyone who comes into #3 notices is the natural light spilling down from the top floor. It begins 
at sunrise, when the sunbeams gently kiss the dining and kitchen floors, and increases in intensity past high 
noon as the sun arcs across the sky westward, shifting from the south exposure to the living room and terrace 
where the golden glow of the day’s final rays says good night just after sunset. Outside the south windows 
are magnificent trees, carefully tended by the neighbours at no extra expense! Willows and saplings with 
magnificent branches that flower, all changing with the seasons to create an ever-evolving vista.

That great initial feeling of calm while entering this space? I assure you it never gets old. The open layout of the 
upstairs makes for an easy flow; I loved being the go-to host among friends and family for gatherings of all sizes; 
from festive occasions at the long dining table to music salons and birthday parties. And, during the pandemic, the 
generous space plan and abundant sunlight helped keep me sane – uplifted and optimistic, in fact!

In addition to the beauty of the physical environment, you will be inheriting the best neighbours one could ask for. 
They genuinely are a friendly bunch here at 200 Clinton! Pre-pandemic, there would be gatherings for dinners on 
each others’ decks or private laneway morning coffees and teas for a catch-up. Don’t be surprised if you receive 
plates of food from the resident who is a recipe developer or the kids down the lane might help you dig out the 
driveway if the city plows are ever delayed! Suffice to say, these are neighbours you can definitely call upon for 
a cup of sugar, so to speak. But, all that said, if you don’t want to be social, no one here invades each other’s 
privacy without an invite and the other owners are all easy to deal with on communal condo decisions.

Beyond the unit, The Button Factory sits in the middle of a quiet, residential neighbourhood thanks to the 
elementary school to the south and the family homes on parallel streets. When you do want a little action and 
fun, the city’s sweetest bars and restaurants are only steps to the south on College or to the north on Bloor. 
Almost everything in the neighbourhood is still independently owned which gives the surrounding community 
a village feel. If you are so inclined, you can actually get to know your butcher and your baker! And being 
situated between Little Italy and Koreatown is absolutely incredible for the gastronomically-inclined (even if it’s 
still takeaway-only for now!).

Last but not least – The BEST coffee in the city is 21steps away at Sam James on Harbord! No joke. And the 
famous Royal Cinema is just down the street on College – waiting to show you the best art-house cinema in the 
world (when the world can gather again!).

What I have experienced in this home is nothing short of a dream: a unique building with impressive, historic 
architecture, a place of respite – nestled in the middle of a thriving neighbourhood – and a sense of community 
both inside and outside its walls. This home has manifested big ideas, fun times, work success, laughter, lovers, 
art creation, heart connections, and much tranquillity and peace. It is a serene, beautiful, private, airy, comfortable 
and inspiring home. It brought me 17 years of awesomeness – and I hope it will bring the same to you!

- Miranda



All information and statements contained herein, provided by Bosley Real Estate Ltd., Brokerage regarding property for sale, rental or financing is from sources deemed 
reliable and assumed correct, but no warranty or representation is made as to the accuracy thereof and same as submitted subject to errors, omissions, change of 

price, rental or other conditions, prior sale or withdrawal without notice.

OFFERED FOR SALE AT  $1,569,000
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UNIT UPGRADES & RENOVATIONS

2011 - Samsung Fridge

2014 - Wolf range, Bosch dishwasher (with 
defective drainage system updated/replaced by 
Bosch in 2018), Magasonic Microwave, Weber 
BBQ (listed as being in ‘as-is’ condition because 
the side trays were not assembled and attached 
correctly and won’t open to lay flat).

2018 - Washroom Reno - About $40,000. This 
included separate tap systems for shower and 
soaking tub, glass shower enclosure, Zucchetti 
Bellagio handset, fixtures from Gingers, and 
flooring. (Raw marble slab was $7000. Fabricator/
cutting/installing was $16,500.)

2018 - Wide plank Scandi flooring installed on 
the Main Level

2021- New kitchen faucet, several new lighting 
fixtures, new carpet runner

2021 - Water line to the fridge replaced

2021 - New central air conditioning system and 
air exchange unit with 10-year parts and 5-year 
labour warranty to be installed.

2021 - Freshly painted interior living spaces and 
exterior deck

COMMON ELEMENT UPGRADES BY MTCC 1110 
(SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE)

Per correspondence from property management dated May 
2019 the condo corporation spent $852,000 on common 
element repairs and replacement between 2014 and 2018, 
$54,703 in 2019 & $53,122 in 2020. (total $107.825) per 
the Financial Statements for the year that ended February 29th, 
2020 included with the Status Certificate, with $270,070 
underway this year per the Special Assessment Notice dated 
March 19, 2021. This includes:

• Roof and skylight repairs and replacements
• Plumbing repairs and replacements
• Mold remediation and drywall repairs (from flood)
• Window and door replacements
• Garage door replacement
• Fence, gate, and exterior repairs
• Exterior stucco replacement (in process)
* Mews walkway repairs (imminent)

That tallies up to around $1,230,000 in capital improvements 
being spent on the common elements of the property (basically 
everything outside the doors of each unit is shared ownership). 
The benefit for the Buyer of Unit 3 is that they’re purchasing just 
as this comprehensive scope of work is nearing completion. 
With most of the major building components now newer than 
older, the buyer will experience more peace of mind and quiet 
enjoyment than the current owners have over the past seven 
years when the work was started (and the special assessments 
were issued). Essentially, the buyer is securing a property that 
has been substantially upgraded and renovated, offering turn-
key living. I consider that a value-added benefit!


